NOTIFICATION TO THE PARTIES

No. 2021/073

CONCERNING:

MADAGASCAR

Loss of CITES permits

1. The CITES Management Authority of Madagascar has requested the Secretariat to inform all Parties that the following permits have been lost:
   – Permit number 864C-RA09/MG21 of 20 September 2021 bearing security stamp number 1607949
   – Permit number 867C-RA09/MG21 of 20 September 2021 bearing security stamp number 1607952
   – Permit number 880C-RA09/MG21 of 20 September 2021 bearing security stamp number 1607967
   – Permit number 876C-RA09/MG21 of 20 September 2021 bearing security stamp number 1607990

2. If any Party comes across any of these permits, please contact the CITES Management Authority of Madagascar immediately.